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SOURCE: A recent emigre to the West from the Western Ukraine, who was
in contact in the Ukraine with Soviet Ukrainian "nationalist"
groups. Although he is a new and untested source he is be-
lieved reliable.

1. In 1963, a group of ycung lawyers in the Ukraine prepared
and addressed a memorandum to the Supreme Soviet and to
the United Nations, in which they demanded separation of
the Ukrainian Republic from the USSR. The lawyers were ar-
rested and all traces of them disappeared. Two of the law-
yers involved were (fnu) . Kandyba and (fnu) Lutseyko.

2. Mykhaylo and Bohdan Horyn, two young Ukrainian intellectuals
of Lvov, were arrested following nationalist demonstrations
in Sheshory in 1965. 1 They were tried in Lvov in April 1966.
The source witnessed one of the anti-Russian demonstrations
in front of the oblast court, where several hundred individ-
uals gathered to demand release of the Horyn brothers. As
the crowd began to grow, the militia called for the fire
brigades, which used fire hoses to disperse the crowd.

3	 Contrary to the intentions of Soviet authorities to subdue
Ukrainian patriotic sentiments, the arrests in 1965 of
Soviet Ukrainian intellectuals for "nationalist" activities,
and the trials which followed in 1966, awakened a growing
nationalist spirit in the Ukraine. Immediately following
the arrests, more Ukrainian was beginning to be heard on
the streets of Lvov than in many years. It was particularly
noticeable where the youth was concerned. The three main
"patriotic" Ukrainian centers are Lvov, Kiev and Moscow.
There is a group of youngUUkräinian intellectuals in Moscow,
which sticks together and maintains contact with groups in
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4

Lvov and Kiev.	 Members of the group write deviationist
poetry and prepare documents concerning events such as the 5
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